The D1 family of parametrizations of the Gogny interaction commonly suffers from a rather soft neutron matter equation of state that leads to maximal masses of neutron stars well below the observational value of two solar masses. We propose a reparametrization scheme that preserves the good properties of the Gogny force but allows one to tune the density dependence of the symmetry energy, which, in turn, modifies the predictions for the maximum stellar mass. The scheme works well for D1M, and leads to a new parameter set, dubbed D1M
Introduction
Neutron stars (NSs) are among the densest objects in the Universe. From the surface to the center of a NS the density varies by about fifteen orders of magnitude, involving several physical scenarios [1, 2] . The outermost part of the star, or outer crust, consists of ionized atomic nuclei embedded in a free electron gas. These nuclei arrange themselves in a solid lattice to minimize the Coulomb repulsion and are stabilized against β-decay by the electron gas [2, 3] . In the deepest layers of the outer crust, nuclei become so neutron rich that neutrons start to drip. Hence, the structure of the inner crust consists of a Coulomb lattice of nuclear clusters permeated by free neutron and electron gases (see e.g. [4] [5] [6] and refs. therein). At the bottom of this region, the nuclear clusters may adopt non-spherical shapes ("nuclear pasta") in order to minimize the Coulomb energy. The inner crust extends up to densities about one half of the saturation density of nuclear matter ( 1.3×10 14 g/cm 3 ). In the interior region of a NS, or core, matter forms a homogeneous liquid composed of neutrons plus a certain fraction of protons, electrons and muons, and eventually other exotic particles, under β-equilibrium and charge neutrality [1, 2] . This region accommodates most of the mass and size of the star, implying that global properties such as the maximum mass, radius, or moment of inertia of the NS are determined to a large extent by the properties of the homogeneous core.
From a theoretical point of view, the essential ingredient to study NSs is the equation of state (EOS) of matter [7] . Although nowadays sophisticated ab initio calculations can be performed to describe the homogeneous matter in the core, effective nuclear interactions such as Skyrme forces or the relativistic mean field (RMF) theory, which successfully describe many properties of terrestrial nuclei, are in wide use for NS calculations due to their relative simplicity. For instance, Skyrme-HFB models [8] have reached a high degree of accuracy in predicting experimental masses and are at the same time well suited for astrophysical studies [9, 10] . More occasionally, also Gogny forces have been applied in NS calculations [11] [12] [13] [14] . Due to the complexity of modeling the inner crust, there are few EOSs that describe the whole NS from the crust to the core in a unified manner. Some examples are, among others [7] , the EOS of Lattimer-Swesty [15] , the SLy EOS of Douchin-Haensel [5] , the EOSs of the BSk family developed by the Brussels group [9, 10] , which are based on Skyrme forces, the EOS by Shen et al. [16] obtained within the RMF theory, or the BCPM EOS based on Brueckner calculations [6] .
In Skyrme forces the interaction is of zero range and the pairing force, which is needed to study open-shell nuclei, is not connected with the force used to describe the mean field. The Gogny interaction was proposed more than thirty years ago aimed to describe the mean field and the pairing field simultaneously with the same finite-range effective force [17] . Largescale HFB calculations based on the D1S Gogny parametrization [18] revealed some deficiencies in the description of nuclear masses compared to experimental data. To overcome these limitations, new Gogny parametrizations such as D1N [19] and D1M [20] have been proposed. At variance with D1S and D1N, which follow the D1 fitting protocol [17] , the D1M force has been fitted by minimizing the difference to 2149 measured nuclear masses [21] and including quadrupole correlation energies. It is important to mention that in the calibration of D1N and D1M, the energy of neutron matter is required to qualitatively reproduce the microscopic calculations of Friedman and Pandharipande [22] . D1M reproduces the 2149 experimental masses with a rms deviation as low as 798 keV [20] . Unfortunately, the extrapolation to the domain of neutron stars with the Gogny parametrizations works less well. It has been found [12] [13] [14] that the most successful Gogny forces for describing finite nuclei, namely D1S, D1N and D1M, are unable to reach NS masses of about 2M , as required by recent astrophysical observations [23, 24] . Moreover, only few Gogny forces, including D1M but not D1N nor D1S, achieve a NS mass above the canonical 1.4M value [13, 14] . Therefore, the aim of this work is to introduce a new Gogny force, which we call D1M * , that retaining a similar quality to D1M for finite nuclei, may be used to study NS physics at a level of the most successful Skyrme forces. We next analyze the neutron-star matter EOS and the predictions for NS masses and radii provided by different Gogny forces, and, specially, by D1M
* . The fit of the new force D1M
* is discussed afterwards, and its ability for describing infinite nuclear matter and finite nuclei is investigated.
Neutron-star matter described with Gogny interactions
The standard Gogny interaction of the D1 family consists of a finite-range part, which is modeled by two Gaussian terms including all the possible spin-isospin exchange terms, plus a zero-range density-dependent term. Adding the spin-orbit force, which is also of contact type, the Gogny interaction reads [17] :
where r and R are the relative and the center of mass coordinates of the two nucleons, and µ 1 0.5-0.7 fm and µ 2 1.2 fm are the ranges of the two Gaussian form factors, which simulate the short-and long-range components of the force, respectively. In Eq.
(
is the relative momentum between the two nucleons and k is its complex conjugate.
The symmetry energy is the basic quantity that rules the isovector part of the interaction. It is obtained as E sym (ρ) = 1 2 ∂ 2 E b (ρ, δ)/∂δ 2 | δ=0 from the energy per particle E b (ρ, δ) in asymmetric nuclear matter of density ρ = ρ n + ρ p and isospin asymmetry δ = (ρ n − ρ p )/ρ, where ρ n and ρ p are the neutron and proton densities. In the Gogny interaction, the symmetry energy becomes [14] :
where k F = (3π 2 ρ/2) 1/3 is the Fermi momentum. The slope parameter L, defined as L = 3ρ 0 ∂E sym (ρ)/∂ρ| ρ=ρ 0 where ρ 0 is the saturation density, provides a good handle on the density dependence of the symmetry energy around saturation. The L value is known to be strongly correlated with the isospin properties, such as e.g. neutron densities and neutron skins, of nuclei [25] .
The symmetry energy as a function of density is displayed in Fig. 1a for several Gogny forces and for the SLy4 Skyrme force, used in the NS SLy EOS of Douchin-Haensel [5] . At subsatu- The inset is a magnified view of the low-density region. Also plotted are the constraints from isobaric analog states (IAS) and from IAS and neutron skins (IAS+n.skin) [26] , from the electric dipole polarizability in lead (α D in 208 Pb) [27] and from transport in heavy-ion collisions (HIC) [28] . b) Pressure in β-stable nuclear matter in logarithmic scale as a function of density for the same interactions of panel a). The shaded area depicts the region compatible with collective flow in HICs [29] .
ration densities the symmetry energy in the considered forces displays a similar behavior and takes a value of about 30 MeV at saturation. The subsaturation regime is also the finite nuclei regime, where the parameters of the nuclear forces are fitted to. Indeed, we observe in Fig. 1a that at subsaturation the present forces fall within or are very close to the region compatible with recent constraints on E sym (ρ) deduced from several nuclear observables [26] [27] [28] . Above saturation, in contrast, the behavior of the calculated symmetry energy shows a strong model dependence. The Gogny parametrizations usually extrapolate to high density with a too soft symmetry energy. For example, D1M shows a nearly flat behavior at suprasaturation, and the E sym (ρ) curves of D1S and D1N, after reaching a maximum at ρ ∼ 0.2-0.3 fm −3 , bend down until they become negative at some density a few times the saturation one, which indicates the onset of an isospin instability. Although this happens at large densities for terrestrial phenomena, it is critical for neutron stars, where larger densities occur in the star's interior. The other Gogny forces in the figure, i.e., D2 [30] and the new D1M * force of this work, exhibit an increasing E sym (ρ) with growing density and do not present the isospin instability. D2 is a very recent Gogny interaction [30] devised by the Bruyères-le-Châtel group, where the usual zero-range density-dependent term of the D1 family is replaced by a finite-range term. As in the D1N and D1M cases, the fit of D2 requires the reproduction of the microscopic energy of neutron matter [22] . Concerning the results for finite nuclei, D2 [30] describes the binding energies along isotopic chains without the drift of the energies with increasing neutron number observed in D1S [31] . However, as pointed out in [30] , the global description of nuclear masses using the D2 force does not reach yet the quality obtained with D1M [20] . The D1M * force is a new Gogny parametrization of the type of Eq. (1), introduced here for the first time. It is devised to keep the quality of the description of finite nuclei at the level of D1M and to be able to predict NSs fulfilling the astrophysical observations of two solar masses. Details on the strategy followed to obtain D1M * and the parameters of this force are given later in Sec. 3.
The mass-radius (M-R) relation in neutron stars is dictated by the corresponding EOS, which is the essential ingredient to solve the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkov (TOV) equations [1] . The EOS (total pressure against density) of β-stable, globally charge-neutral NS matter [13, 14] calculated with the given functionals is displayed in Fig. 1b . The new Gogny force D1M* and D2 predict a high-density EOS with a similar stiffness to the SLy4 EOS and they agree well with the region constrained by collective flow in energetic heavy-ion collisions (HIC) [29] , shown as the shaded area in Fig. 1b . 1 The EOSs from the original D1M parametrization and from D1N are significantly softer. The D1S force yields a too soft EOS soon after saturation density, which implies it is not suitable for describing NSs.
To solve the TOV equations for a NS, knowledge of the EOS from the center to the surface of the star is needed. At present we do not have microscopic calculations of the EOS of the inner crust with Gogny forces. In this work, following previous literature [14, [32] [33] [34] , we interpolate the inner-crust EOS by a polytropic form P = a + b 4/3 ( is the mass-energy density), where the index 4/3 assumes that the pressure at these densities is dominated by the relativistic degenerate electrons. We match this formula continuously to our Gogny EOSs of the homogeneous core and to the Haensel-Pichon EOS of the outer crust [5] . The core-crust transition density is selfconsistently computed for each Gogny force by the thermodynamical method [14] . We show in Fig. 2 the obtained NS mass-radius plots (results for D1S are not shown because D1S did not produce stable solutions of the TOV equations). We also plot as a benchmark the M-R curve calculated with the unified NS EOS proposed by Douchin and Haensel [5] , which uses the Skyrme SLy4 force. It can be seen that standard Gogny forces, such as D1M and D1N, predict too low maximum stellar masses, with D1N being unable to generate masses above 1.4M . We note that this common failure of conventional Gogny parametrizations [12] [13] [14] has been cured in the new D1M* force, which, as well as D2 and SLy4, is successful in reaching the masses of 2M observed in NSs [23, 24] . This fact is directly related to the behavior of the EOS in β-stable matter. As can be seen by looking at Figs. 1b and 2 , the stiffer the EOS at high density, the larger the maximum NS mass. Concerning the new D1M * force, it predicts a maximum NS mass of 2M with a radius of 10.2 km, and a canonical star of 1.4M with a radius of 11.6 km. These values for NS radii are in line with the recent astrophysical extractions of NS sizes from low-mass X-ray binaries and X-ray Figure 2: Mass-radius relation in neutron stars from the D1N, D1M, D1M * , D2 Gogny forces and the SLy4 Skyrme force. The horizontal bands depict the heaviest observed NS masses [23, 24] . The vertical green band shows the M-R region deduced from chiral nuclear interactions up to normal density plus astrophysically constrained high-density EOS extrapolations [35] . The brown dotted band is the zone constrained by the cooling tails of type-I X-ray bursts in three low-mass X-ray binaries and a Bayesian analysis [36] , and the beige constraint at the front is from five quiescent low-mass X-ray binaries and five photospheric radius expansion X-ray bursters after a Bayesian analysis [37] .
bursters that provide radii below 13 km for canonical mass stars (see the M-R constraints plotted in Fig. 2 [36, 37] ).
We close this section by presenting some results for the moment of inertia of the NS and of its crust. Astronomical observations of binary pulsars can provide information about the moment of inertia of NSs, which in turn may impose constraints on the EOS [39] . In the slow-rotation regime, the NS moment of inertia can be calculated by solving simultaneously the TOV equations and the differential equation for the moment of inertia in general relativity [40] . Our so-obtained results for the moment of inertia of the star are plotted in Fig. 3a . The predictions of D1M * and D2 are in close agreement with those from the SLy4 EOS. A precise measurement of I is expected within few years for pulsar A of the double system PSR J0737-3039 [41] . For the mass 1.34M of pulsar A, D1M * , D2 and SLy4 [32] and I crust /I > 7% of [38] from studying Vela pulsar glitches. make a prediction of I = 1.29×10 45 g cm −3 . Pulsar glitches may be indicative of the fraction of the moment of inertia stored in the crust. To explain the size of glitches observed in the Vela pulsar, initial studies suggested I crust /I > 1.4% [32] , while I crust /I > 7% was obtained more recently by accounting for entrained neutrons in the crust [38] . These bounds are shown as horizontal lines in Fig. 3b . For either bound, the results for I crust /I from D1M * suggest possible masses of the glitching source in between D2 and D1M. The predictions from D1M * are again found to be in consonance with those from the SLy4 EOS.
The fit of the D1M
* interaction and further results
To determine the new Gogny interaction D1M * , we have modified the values of the parameters that control the stiffness of the symmetry energy while retaining as much as possible the quality of D1M for the binding energies and charge radii of nuclei. The basic concept is similar to previous literature where families of Skyrme and RMF parametrizations were generated starting from accurate models, as for example the SAMi-J [42] , KDE0-J [43] or FSU-TAMU [44, 45] families. In our case, we readjust the eight parameters W i , B i , H i , M i (i = 1, 2) of the finite-range part of the Gogny interaction (1), while keeping the remaining parameters of Eq. (1) fixed to the values of D1M. The open parameters are constrained by requiring the same saturation density, energy per particle, compressibility and effective mass in symmetric nuclear matter as in the original D1M force, and, in order to have a correct description of asymmetric nuclei, the same value of E sym (0.1), i.e., the symmetry energy at density 0.1 fm −3 . The last condition is based on the fact that the binding energies of finite nuclei constrain the symmetry energy at an average density of nuclei of about 0.1 fm −3 more tightly than at the saturation density ρ 0 [46, 47] . To preserve the pairing properties in the S = 0, T = 1 channel, we demand in the new force the same value of D1M for the two combinations of parameters W i − B i − H i + M i (i = 1, 2). Thus, we are able to obtain seven of the eight free parameters of D1M * as a function of a single parameter, which we chose to be B 1 . This parameter is used to modify the slope L of the symmetry energy at saturation and, therefore, the behavior of the neutron matter EOS above saturation, which in turn determines the maximum mass of neutron stars. In this way the parameters of the finite-range part of the new interaction D1M * are completely determined. Finally, we perform a small readjustment of the zero-range strength t 3 to optimize the results for nuclear masses (see Sec. 3.1), which induces a slight change in the values of the saturation properties of uniform matter.
The parameters of the new force D1M * are collected in Table  1 and several nuclear matter properties in Table 2 . Though the change in the W i , B i , H i , M i values is relatively large with respect to the D1M values [20] , the saturation properties of symmetric nuclear matter and the symmetry energy at 0.1 fm −3 are basically the same as in D1M (see Table 2 ). The mainly modified property is the density dependence of the symmetry energy, with a change in the slope from L = 24. 5 , and x 3 and α are unitless. Table 2 : Nuclear matter properties predicted by the D1M * , D1M, D1N, D1S and D2 Gogny interactions and the SLy4 Skyrme force.
MeV, in order to provide a stiffer neutron matter EOS and limiting NS masses of 2M . The different L value, as we fixed E sym (0.1), implies that the symmetry energy E sym (ρ 0 ) at saturation differs in D1M * from D1M. Table 2 also reports the nuclear matter properties of the other forces. It is particularly noticeable that L in D2 (44.85 MeV) is fairly larger than the values predicted by the D1 family and close to L obtained in D1M * .
A few recent bounds on E sym (ρ 0 ) and L proposed from analyzing different laboratory data and astrophysical observations [48] [49] [50] and from ab initio nuclear calculations using chiral interactions [51, 52] are represented in Fig. 4 . The prediction of D1M * is seen to overlap with the various constraints. We note this was not incorporated in the fit of D1M * . It follows as a consequence of having tuned the density dependence of the symmetry energy of the interaction to be able to reproduce heavy NS masses simultaneously with the properties of nuclear matter and nuclei. D2 and SLy4 also show good agreement with the constraints of Fig. 4 . We observe that the three interactions have an E sym (ρ 0 ) value of 30-32 MeV and an L value of about 45 MeV. A similar feature was recently found in the frame of RMF models if the radii of canonical NSs are to be no larger than ∼13 km [53, 54] . It seems to us a remarkable fact the conver- Figure 4: Slope L and value E sym (ρ 0 ) of the symmetry energy at saturation density for the discussed interactions. The hatched regions are the experimental and theoretical constraints derived in [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] .
gence of mean field models of different nature (Gogny, Skyrme, and RMF) to specific values E sym (ρ 0 )∼30-32 MeV and L∼ 45 MeV for the nuclear symmetry energy when the models successfully describe the properties of nuclear matter and finite nuclei and heavy neutron stars with compact stellar radii.
Finite nuclei
One of the goals of the present Gogny D1M * force is to preserve the good performance of D1M in describing nuclear structure features of finite nuclei. We have checked that the basic bulk properties of D1M * , such as binding energies or charge radii of even-even nuclei, remain globally unaltered as compared to D1M. The finite nuclei calculations have been carried out with the HFBaxial code [55] using an approximate secondorder gradient method to solve the HFB equations [56] in a harmonic oscillator (HO) basis. The code preserves axial symmetry but is allowed to break reflection symmetry. It has already been used in large-scale calculations of nuclear properties with the D1M force, as e.g. in Ref. [57] . We carried out HFB calculations for 620 even-even nuclei of the 2012 AME [21] using the HFBaxial code. First, the potential energy surface (PES) as a function of the quadrupole moment Q 20 is computed to select the lowest-energy minimum, which is subsequently used to start an unconstrained calculation to obtain the true HFB ground state. The binding energy is obtained by subtracting to the HFB energy the rotational energy correction, as given in Ref. [58] . The ground-state calculation is repeated with an enlarged basis containing two more HO major shells and an extrapolation scheme to an infinite HO basis is used to obtain the final binding energy [59, 60] . In our framework, the zero-point energy (ZPE) of quadrupole motion used in the original fitting of D1M [20] is not taken into account because it requires considering β-γ PES and solving the five-dimensional collective Hamiltonian for all the nuclei. This is still an enormous task and we follow a different strategy where the quadrupole ZPE is replaced by a constant binding energy shift. This is somehow justified as in our experience the ZPE shows a weak mass dependence (see [61] for an example with the octupole degree of freedom). The energy shift is fixed by minimizing the global rms deviation, σ E , for the known binding energies of 620 eveneven nuclei [21] . With a shift of 2.7 MeV we obtain for D1M a σ E of 1.36 MeV, which is larger than the 798 keV reported for D1M in [20] including also odd-even and odd-odd nuclei. The result is still satisfying and gives us confidence on the procedure followed. Using the same approach for D1M
* we obtain a σ E of 1.34 MeV (with a shift of 1.1 MeV), which compares favorably with our σ E of 1.36 MeV for D1M.
The differences ∆B = B th − B exp between the binding energies of D1M * and the experimental values for 620 even-even nuclei belonging to different isotopic chains are displayed in Fig. 5a against the neutron number N. The ∆B values are scattered around zero and show no drift with increasing N. The agreement between theory and experiment is specially good for medium-mass and heavy nuclei away from magic numbers and deteriorates for light nuclei, as may be seen from the partial σ E deviations given in Table 3 . From the partial σ E values of Table 3 : Partial rms deviation (in MeV) from the experimental binding energies [21] in even-even nuclei, computed in the given mass-number intervals.
D1M and D1M * involves subtle cancellations that take place all over the nuclear chart. We plot the differences in binding energy predictions between D1M * and D1M in Fig. 5b against N for 818 even-even nuclei. A clear shift is observed as N increases within an isotopic chain. It is a direct consequence of the different density dependence of the symmetry energy in the two interactions. A similar behavior can be observed in a recent comparison [62] between D2 and D1S. It is also interesting to note that the results for neutron radii show a similar isotopic drift as the binding energies. Namely, the difference r D1M * −r D1M (where r is the rms radius computed from the HFB wave function) increases linearly with N for the neutron radii, whereas it remains essentially constant with N for the proton radii. This is again a consequence of the larger slope L of the symmetry energy in D1M * [47, 63] . All these effects, as well as quadrupole, octupole and fission deformation properties of the new Gogny D1M * force will be analyzed in detail in forthcoming work. There are already indications of a good performance of D1M * in describing the basic parameters of fission.
Summary and conclusions
The existence of neutron stars with large masses of 2M [23, 24] has been exploited in recent years to select equations of state satisfying astrophysical evidence. The most successful forces of the D1 family of the finite-range Gogny interaction, which plays an important role in nuclear physics, have soft symmetry energies and fail to produce heavy enough stellar masses. We propose a way to reparametrize a Gogny force where, while preserving the description of nuclei, the slope of the symmetry energy can be modified as to make the EOS of β-stable matter stiffer to obtain NS masses of 2M . The D1M force [20] is susceptible to being used in this procedure, but not D1S and D1N that are too far from the 2M target. We find that the new set of parameters, denoted as D1M * , is reconciled with the prediction of 2M stars and performs at the same level as D1M in all aspects of finite nuclei analyzed in this work. Stellar properties from D1M
* , such as the M-R relation and the moment of inertia, are in good agreement with the results from the DouchinHaensel SLy EOS [5] . Although much more work is required to assess the performance of D1M * , as e.g. in fission studies, we conclude that it represents a promising alternative in the description of nuclei and at the same time has the right properties to study exotic astrophysics scenarios such as NSs. In order to complete a unified NS EOS in the realm of a finite-range interaction, which allows for a description of the pairing channel free of divergences, it will be worth computing the structure of the NS crust with the new D1M* Gogny force.
